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Welcome, oh listeners, oh readers, oh seekers dear, to Analogue Ruins. Content warnings for 
this chapter include: universal collapse, references to dysphoria, brainwashing, forced 
reconditioning, and parental abuse, blood and blood ritual, corruption, impalement, organplay, 
painplay and gore, arcane orgasm denial, soul-draining, C-PTSD and war flashbacks, passive and 
active mind control, assumed consent, painplay, finger-fucking a certain slut’s skull, and succubi 
ignoring their own advice because they’re too horny to make good decisions.

Remember, we can only warn of dangers we think are dangerous. Many things here may be 
safe for us, but not for you. We cannot be personally responsible for our audience, so before 
pushing deeper, please make sure you're prepared to safeguard yourselves.

Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted is written and recorded by Kairliina “Ashenvein Gate” 
Saelvur. We offer this series to you on a free-use basis. You may read, copy, and redistribute its 
written and audio editions in whatever formats you like without restriction. We ask only that you 
do not remove these creator credits, and if you choose to re-release an edited version of any 
chapter, label it as edited.

We remind the esteemed seekers that Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted is an occult 
construct. By choosing to experience this abyssal engine, you consent to commune with all the 
powers imbued upon it, and accept the risk of encountering outside powers drawn to it. What you
believe remains your own business. This is a descent into the darkest desires of succubi. Proceed 
only if you are ready to take your fate into your own hands.



Analogue Ruins of a Girl I Once Gutted
Chapter Sixteen: Madness Incandescent and Free

“With same lips: kiss my children, bellow orders, drink foe-blood, pleasure lovers. One
divided cannot stand. Must be whole, and irredeemable.” -Rough verbalization of a

sentiment-memory preserved in the Outer Archives on Hakiirae. Source resonates like
an Onslaught Guard, likely a succubus, identity unknown.

~Silv~
What else are we supposed to do? We slump down to Hannah’s cushions and sit there, silent, 

stewing in a manifold maelstrom of emotions. That’s it. The universe that held us prisoner for 
decades. The universe that spawned humanity, the species that inspired these shapes we wear, 
the species that frustrated and delighted and traumatized us. What does it amount to, all the time 
we spent there? A hiccup. Began with a bang, ended with a whimper we would’ve missed if 
Hannah waited ten more seconds to open the curtains.

“The final insult,” I hiss, flexing my talons. “All those stolen years and it doesn’t even have the 
grace to rot slow, to let us claw the last pathetic threads of it.”

“Such was Stasis,” Aekarii murmurs. Hannah leans against me, and says nothing.
Silence descends again. I don’t feel like moving or doing much of anything right now, so when 

I start to feel bored ten minutes later, I ask, “What’s that? Stasis?”
“My maershal Nabiiuh’s name for that stagnant lockbox cosmos,” Aches answers.
“Fitting,” I mutter.
“Yeah.” She stares at nothing. Here comes the quiet again.
Whether it’s her power, her hyperactive mind, or just the fact that she’s used to dealing with 

things like this, Aekarii’s the first to emerge from our catatonic huddle. She pops off the couch and
starts pacing by the window, brows drawn down in a stare of concentration. 

We watch her for a long while before Hannah sits up. “Okay, c’mon, what’s on your mind? 
You’re making me tired just looking at you.”

Aekarii doesn’t answer directly at first. Instead, she starts muttering to herself. “Don’t 
understand… Stasis gone forever, finally unraveled, can’t ensnare again. Free at last. Free for real. 
Should feel release, relief, closure, but instead… restless…”

“Yeah, I gathered that,” Hannah says dryly.
“Schumacher,” Aekarii says, slowing down to stalk back and forth with a scorching stare, “I 

will put you in a binding collar, and hand you off to the most boring Hell I can find, to be turned 
into a productive, responsible member of society. Now staple that mouth and let me think.”

“Jesus!” Hannah jumps.
“I prefer to think of myself as the Antichrist,” Aekarii answers. “And that didn’t sound like 

quiet.” She halts. Heaves a sigh, then drops to one knee facing the couch. “Hannah, I’m sorry—”
“No, no, you’re fine!” Hannah pats her head. “I’m sorry, I… I did kinda start all this, and you’re 

just doing your best to work through your feelings, and…” she shrugs. “You don’t have to apologize
for getting spicy on me.”

“Spicy, eh?” Aekarii chuckles, standing. “Okay. Hold on. Let me find that thread I was 
chasing…” Knuckles to her chin, wings furling and unfurling, she presses on. “I feel like there’s 
something left undone, but how can that be? By definition, everything concerning Stasis is done… 
oh. Of course.” She taps the air with her index-talon. “I forgot the past. Stasis still marks us.”

Revulsion-shivers ripple through me, shoulders to toes. “Explain.”



“Human flesh, human organs, the human brain’s structure.” Aches faces us. “What were these 
made from? Stasis’s matter. Its atoms. We’re used to letting human flesh shape us, changing 
ourselves to flow with its paths of least resistance. How many times, sisters? How many times did 
some arcane insight come to you, only for you to hit a wall in your mind when you tried to chase 
it? How many times did some human scream, berate, sneer at you, and even as you felt you should
be beyond their touch, the meat imprisoning you sensed more meat yelling at it, and forced you to
feel its insult, its rage, the pain of its social instincts?”

“Oh.” My form overflows with freezing cold. I feel small, and undercut. “A lot…”
“Yes. I… I don’t remember very well, but I must assume it was the same for me.” Aches folds 

her arms, stamps a paw in agitation. “Sisters, we were… oh, I hate these words…” 
She bares her fangs, eyes squeezing shut. “Humanized succubi. Demons who spent so much 

time trapped in human flesh, we were brainwashed by it.  We’re like…” She clacks her talons 
together, scraping for the words, then claps triumphantly. “Right! Like elephants freed from the 
circus! Our feet were chained when we were very young. So accustomed are we to a chain’s 
presence, we still hesitate to move the leg it once hobbled.”

A flash of comprehension. “Brainwashed into, say, thinking that embracing our lust isn’t a 
journey to take pride in?” 

Aekarii blinks. Her eyes widen. “Motherfucker,” she growls through gritted fangs.
“Then who are we?” Hannah asks. “If this isn’t me… who am I?”
“Easy.” Aches steps to her, opening her arms in offering. Hannah hurries into the hug, and 

Aekarii folds them both in her black wings. “You’re still you. I… I don’t think this is…” she looks to 
the ceiling. “Blasted dead universe stealing my memories! I have the most unbearable sense that 
I’ve said all this before. That’s why the words come so easily to me, why the concept already feels 
so familiar.” She sighs, releasing Hannah. “But I can’t remember it.”

“Focus on what you know,” I encourage.
“Right… we’re already leaving that humanized conditioning behind,” Aches continues. “None 

of us planned for that…” we share a collective quiver of delight at the memory as she says, “that 
wonderful descent unto debauchery earlier. It just emerged out of us like it’d been there all along. 
Because,” she taps her chest, talon over heart, “it was. Repressed, but never erased.”

“Oh.” I scratch the back of my head. “Like how, before you showed up, I was figuring myself 
out and gaining new powers just by being in the City?”

“Yep!” Aekarii bobs up and down, claps her hands to her face, squirms with delight. “It’s the 
past, yes? It’s not necessarily that it changes what we should do going forward. It just helps us 
understand how we got where we are. Gives us closure.”

Drifting. Memories of a little black haired girl with so much joy in her eyes. Cringing over, and 
over, and over at harsh words, stern glares, another night with no books, no movies, no games so 
she would have to ‘contemplate her spiritual tarnish.”

“I… I guess,” Hannah mutters, sitting back down. “How can I get closure when I don’t 
remember, though?

Aches considers that. “If you want to, Hannah, I think you can recover some of your memories
in time. This will help to put them in context when that time comes.”

“I guess that’s true.” Hannah leans back. “And it is… okay. I guess something about it is weirdly
comforting? It feels like things are… things aren’t so my fault, you know? Not that they’re not my 
fault at all. But this feels more like the right amount of fault.”

“Yeah, I…” My probing thoughts strike some deep forgotten well. I’ve felt sorrow before. I’ve 
felt sorry for myself before. But I’ve never before known what it is to mourn myself. “The poor 
little thing…” I sob. “The poor little thing… she never had a chance...”

In this abyss of grief I am falling so fast, so hard, so irresistibly that I am only faintly keen to 



the pressure of Hannah, and Aches, and Hazard, and Showpiece all gathering me into their arms 
and holding me tight. She broke me! My mother broke me over and over and over again, and the 
first time I did something broken she threw me away. I loved her and she ruined me. I looked up 
to her, I trusted her, I wanted to believe she was right, and she ruined me!

“I’m sorry…” I whimper, dribbling black snot and burning tears all over them. “I’m sorry 
Carrie… I’m sorry Hannah… I’m sorry I’m…”

I’m sorry I’m so me.
“You have nothing left to apologize for, Silv.” Hannah rubs my back. “Nothing.”
“B-but…” I sniffle, feeling every crease in my face made by these very, very ugly tears. “But you

don’t remember…”
“Silv,” Hannah says calmly, “From what I’ve picked up, you might’ve been the only transphobe 

in American history to lose a trial and actually get punished. You lost everything. Carrie was going 
to kill you. The Hunters nearly did. I might not remember what happened between you and me, 
but I felt it when Carrie and Mero told it to me. You know what I’m feeling right now?” 

Her claws prickle my back, kneading. “I want to protect you. I don’t hate you, Silv. I love you. I 
feel awful for you.” She keeps saying things she shouldn’t be allowed to say, things that are too 
kind, too forgiving, things that just make me sob harder and harder. “There is so, so much hurt in 
your heart. I don’t know how it got there. But I know you. I know you wouldn’t have put it there 
yourself. You think that’s who you are, but it’s not.” A sob enters her voice too. “It’s not, Silv.”

A snotty, small voice comes from my lips. “But I—” 
“It’s not,” Hannah whispers.
I am so utterly demolished by this deluge of tears that I can no longer argue, no longer even 

think to argue. I shake, and drip, and weep and weep and weep until all the cushions beneath us 
are stained and burned and the room reeks of demon-tears.

When it ebbs, I feel… I feel centered. My mother told me that crying for myself would only 
ever weaken me, that only compassion for others improves the spirit of a witch. Well, my mother 
was a wretched hypocrite, a moron, and a narcissistic abuser, so I guess it’s not surprising that 
her advice was garbage.

 “You alright, maershal?” Aekarii asks. “We don’t have to do anything else today if you’re not 
up for it. Tears like that take it out of you.”

“Don’t worry on my account.” My lips draw down to bare my fangs. My talons flex. “I will not 
be the legacy of a dead universe. I’m not giving up on myself. I won’t let my past decide my 
future!” A deep thrill billows up, stoking my fires, and I know I’ve chosen the right path.

Aekarii’s eyes glow brighter. Her bright grin returns. Pride. She looks upon me with pride. No 
human would ever have looked at me like that, with a fierce joy in the fury that ignites me. Yes. 
This is the way.

I hold out my hands to my sisters. “A blood oath, sweet sisters. Let’s fall together.”
As Aches and Hannah each give me a hand, I stretch to the ever-chiming essences of me laced 

into my room, and bring us to the ritual circle. I cock my head at Haz and Showpiece, who sprawl 
on Hannah’s couch staring in uncertainty. “C’mon, you two. You don’t think an abyssal witch 
would commence a ritual without her dolls to help, do you?”

“Not a chance, mistress!” Showpiece hurls herself off the couch, dragging Haz by the hand.
I point. “Get the black candles.”
Haz balks. “The ones bearing the Seal of Telnaiah, the death-seal? Are you sure, mistress?”
My dark majesty collapses under a tide of stunned, speechless affirmation. “Haz… you were 

listening to all that?”
“Wha…” It pauses halfway to the cabinet behind my red leather couches. “Mistress!” it frowns,

indignant. “Did you think this one and Showpiece were just a pair of human lesbians, doing this 



for a roleplay kink?” It glances aside. “That is… this one admits it does get off on calling you 
mistress, but you’re a witch-succubus, so it’s different. Anyway!” Its odd-eyes, one purple, one 
green, refocus on me. It grasps the hem of its skirt and curtseys to me. “You are this one’s witch. It 
is this one’s great pride and joy that you speak to it of your magic, your greatest treasure. Of 
course this one remembers.”

“Haz, I…” I drop my hands briefly from those of my sisters. “I don’t know what to say… I knew 
there was more to you than I was seeing, but… hearing you speak that much...”

Haz shrugs. “This one doesn’t work on the staff since you claimed it, and you have been a 
good mistress. It’s easy to speak this one’s heart to you.” It turns to the cabinet. “You want the 
candles at the intersections of the circle’s lines, yes?”

“Exactly!” I clap. “And a secondary array, hmmm… ah, yes, of course! Places symbolic of deep 
feeling, scattered throughout the suite.” I start, a thought coming to me. “Haz, before I forget—
have your eyes always been that color?”

“Oh, you noticed?” Haz grins, showing off a brand-new rack of box-cutter teeth. “This one 
stopped by the shop this morning for some enhancements to its frame. Do you like them?”

The bites it could give me with those… I hyperventilate for a span, hungering. “Oh, yes, Haz… 
mistress likes them very much.”

“Hey, I just noticed something too.” Hannah glances down at herself, big tits and big belly and 
big beautiful succulent thighs and ass, the six-foot span of her spaded tail swishing the air. “When 
did we stop wearing clothes?”

Aches and I glance down at our nudeness. 
“Sweet Abyss, you’re right,” Aekarii breathes. “That just sort of happened, didn’t it?”
“You weren’t kidding about those buried instincts…” I rub my clit and a line of lust-fire ignites 

from my crotch to my nerve-center, or at whatever my demonic body has in place of a nerve-
center. So much pleasure my vision stutters, my mouth slackens, and viscous drool spills over my 
lips in a steaming miniature waterfall. Aches and Hannah see it, their eyelids take on that telltale 
droop, and they swoop in from either side to lick it up.

My blood rite quite nearly doesn’t happen, because their hot breath and tickling, teasing 
tongues, their lips and fangs mouthing and nipping my chin, my lips… of course I moan, quiver, 
and press my palms to their faces. The burning core of desire in my skull overflows to a 
wonderful aching orgasm pulsing out of me, which sends my sisters over too. 

Into that pause, Haz speaks dryly. “Soooo… is this one still helping with the ritual, or would 
mistress finds its fingers more useful stuck halfway up her ass?”

“You—!” I growl, frustrated at the interruption. That frustration pools somewhere in my belly
and instantly transmutes to frustrated lust.Now I feel so pleased my anger’s faded. “You know, 
Haz,” I smile, tapping my lips, “I think I quite like that—a little backtalk from my dolls at 
calculated moments, edging me by pulling me just a little out of lust-trance… oh, that’s good.”

Haz grins wider, delicate hand to its pert little chest. “This one exists to serve!”
I snap my fingers, pointing. “Right. Candles at each intersecting point in the ritual diagram. 

Extra candles in these places: one at either end of the kitchen island, invoking fell hunger. One 
inside each doorway. Exactly at the center, you understand? For thresholds revealed and open to 
the crossing. One upon each cornerpost of my bed, for dark dreams and abyssal abandon.” As I 
continue my litany, all their eyes light up, caught up in the growing magic of the ritual.

“This is artfully done, Silv,” Aches breathes. “Artfully done.”
I smile thanks at her, and continue. “A candle upon the couch, for repose warmly taken. Light 

five extra candles and leave them burning inside the circle, clustered between our feet. When we 
begin our invocations, take them and tilt them. Drip their wax to create lines linking all the 
candles throughout the suite with the ones at the diagram’s intersections. When you’ve done that,



return them to their place between our feet. After…” 
I glance around. Didn’t I have… there they are! I nod to the censers hanging from a peg on the 

living room wall. “Haz, you take the black censer. Fill it with rosemary to burn. Stand on the 
border between the kitchen and the living room, swinging it. Showpiece, there should be a bouqet
of white lilies slowly dying in a vase on my dresser.” It wasn’t there this morning, but I know it will
be now. I desire it, so my suite will provide it. “Take them, petals, stalks and all, and crush them 
into the white censer to burn. Stand before the hall door at the circle’s edge, swinging it.”

“Silv,” Hannah murmurs, awestruck, “I don’t know what you’re doing, but I can feel you’re 
doing something.”

“Knowing is self-deception,” I answer. “The feeling is the meaning.” I look to Aches. 
“Maershal? Amaranth isn’t my veil-name. I don’t have one. It’s my name just as Moonsilver is. By 
this rite, I reclaim it.”

She bows, proud tears brimming in her eyes. “I am honored to aid you in it, maershal.”
“Won’t we have to clean up a lot of wax later?” Showpiece asks. “And what about fires?”
“This is a suite in Metronome House,” I answer with absolute conviction. “My suite, a demon-

witch’s suite. My power will meld with it. It will absorb the wax and the fire, for they are the stuff 
of the spell. How else to open deepest connections, to let our powers flow as one? Now,” and I 
can’t pretend I don’t enjoy the imperious tone creeping into my voice, or the dizzy lesbian looks 
my dolls get, as I order, “begin.”

I rejoin hands with my sisters. “Aches, do your people have ritual music?”
She gives me a slanted smile. “Do the Anshalgat Tchaelnathati, the Spawn of Abyssal Stars, 

have ritual music? My dear maershal… may I invite the rhythms of the Ruinborn Hymn?”
“Of course!” I nod.
Aekarii’s eyes ease shut. Her mouth droops open, then contorts into a gallop of mutterings, 

murmurings, sudden straining snarls. “Oshtiir…” she breathes, “anathsalmii kur an vadu…”
Her voice echoes, calling forth the ghostly echoes of another in answer, high, keening, then 

deeper ones muttering in tongues like the tongues she whispers. Lambent rays shine from the 
lines where my walls meet my ceilings, from the corners, from the seams of furniture, from 
wherever in my room two planes meet. The first pound of a distant drum drills through us, sets 
us swaying, and a storm of voices rising and falling lull us deeper. Soothing tones and vulgar 
snarls, howls and growls and manic chattering, as the drum-beats drone on.

I look to my dark-star sister, meaning to speak something, but no words emerge from the 
churning under my skin. Only a wide-eyed smile, mouth open with rapture, and her answering 
joy. When words come forth, they come like a current filling the void in my chords.

“Unto us abandon, unto us terror and hunger and delight everlasting,” my lips whisper, voice 
rising word by word. Haz and Showpiece brush past my legs to snatch the candles in the circle, 
and hurry through the room. “Within the storm, within the sky, within the ever-dream, the 
temptation, the Fall! Give us all you are, give us all you desire, give us the key and the gate 
unlatched!” My inner fires surge and pour forth, rose pinks blending to lurid blood reds. 
Lightning-arcs crackle in the smoke-plumes roiling around us.

“All that skitters and chatters,” Aekarii chants. “Whatever hunts and gnashes and yearns in 
the forsaken night, I invoke thee! By the dead and the damned, come! Flow us, stir us, feed us! 
Answer the call, answer the song, answer the whispering need!” Her shadows flow heavy like ink, 
like oil, like a black-sand tide, violet rays and violet plasma rippling through the murk.

“I…” Hannah looks between us. Baffled, straining, squirming in place.”
“Easy, love,” Aekarii soothes. “No rush. Don’t go looking for the words. They’re already within.

Just go still, and they’ll catch up. Easy… all infinity for this… easy…”
Hannah’s eyelids droop. Her lips quiver. Then—“Cascade and coil, binding, twining, mindless 



tie,” she groans, head rocking on her little shoulders as her sunset blaze brightens, grows, and 
mixes with my pink, Aekarii’s purple. “Take the horn, take the hand, teach the wings of wind and 
the fangs of blood! Fill and flow, brim, boil, burst… in you we dwell, in you we dream, in you are 
instinct and impulse and all desires deviant and irredeemable! Take us home!”

I pull my right hand from Hannah’s left, and reach it high overhead. Hannah and Aekarii reach
their hands to mine, and just as Haz and Showpiece replace the candles between our feet and take
up their censers to swing, I pull us all to our tiptoes. Tails lashing, breasts to breasts, our heat 
kissing skin to skin. My tail flickers up and pierces through with a ripping squelch of flesh, pops of
blood bubbling free, crunch of bones shattered and shoved aside.

Our palms impaled together, my blood meets the blood of my sisters. My silver and Aekarii’s 
violet and Hannah’s black mix in spiral ribbons pouring down our wrists. Pricklings, then tickles, 
then a bloom of shared sensations. Ghostly nerve-maps mark us to each other. The lashing of my 
tail, the lashing of theirs, every twist and contortion of our ever-needy bodies. An overwhelming 
agony of bliss.

“Now,” I groan, breaking down to a whimper with the aching perfection of it, “our sisterhood 
is sealed in full.” My power rages within me, and Aekarii’s within her, and Hannah’s within her, 
tongues of raw sensation crashing together and tangling and tearing deep. My suite is but a dim 
mass of shapes hidden beyond our cocoon of smoke and fire and wicked radiance. Finality settles 
upon me, infinite and inevitable, as I utter my final words. “Monsters. Sisters. Succubi, free and 
true. Wherever it leads.”

“No matter the cost,” Hannah adds.
“Come heat-death and hellrot,” Aekarii finishes.
Surging force glows under our skin, runs in waves down our shoulders and wings and tails, 

burns in the space above our heads where the tips of our horns form half-whole arches. I am 
bubbling over with joy, with transcendence, with the swell of my own strength inside me… and 
yet I do not feel complete. I glance to my sisters, seeing the same confusion on their faces. “What’s
happening? Why isn’t the spell releasing?”

“Well…” Aekarii says, pursing her lips, “this is a succubus ritual, isn’t it?”
“Oh!” Hannah laughs, clapping her free hand to her face. “Oh, my fuck, we’re so stupid…”
I rip my tail free in a splatter of gore, and the pleasure-pain drives us straight to our knees. 

“Haz,” I gasp, “get over here, mistress has one more task for you.” A stray thought whistles through
me: we fell so deep, so fast, I didn’t even perceive my dolls wielding the censers. I hear the crash 
of the black censer hitting the kitchen floor, the clatter of little doll-shoes, while my sisters and I 
send talons roaming across each other’s forms. Hannah’s claws dig into my nipple while my 
talons trace up her swelling cock, Aekarii rakes down my side while I drive my hand into her 
breast until it finds her beating heart and closes around it.

“S-silv,” she whimpers, “be gentle with that…”
I rub unseen chambers, taking in its frantic thunder. I rub gently, and a sleepy smile spreads 

over her as she relaxes into my grip. Haz, small in frame, slips up under my arms and pushes its 
hot rod into me from below. Showpiece wriggles atop Hannah without needing to ask, lowering 
herself onto my sister’s throbbing dick. Every sensation felt by one touches off echoes in the 
others, all this energy of lust swirling within.

“No dolls for me, eh?” Aches asks, a little lonely. “With all the pleasure-sharing, I suppose I 
can’t—“ Hannah and I exchange a glance, nod, and twist our tails around to tie up Aekarii’s before 
they push into her folds. She moans, arching her back at the touch of our tips. Her eyes pop. “Hey, 
wait, Silv, what about the spines on yourssss—” Her needle-fangs grind together in a scream of 
ecstatic agony as my first pair of spines bend back, then spring wide inside her. By the time I’ve 
got all three spine-pairs inside, she’s giggling, gone manic with ardor-anguish.



We give our tails slow pumps at first, matching the slow rhythm of Haz as it leans into my 
breast and bites down hard with its boxcutter teeth. An arc of debauched bliss-torture rips my 
first moan out of me. Haz’s little panting breaths pick up, its plastic hands grip my hips hard, and 
it starts pumping deep into me with a doll-dick that’s anything but little. My gaze settles on 
Hannah. The shapes of her mouth roaming Showpiece’s porcelain, the rasp of her fangs punching 
holes and cracks into the shuddering doll’s tan-painted skin.

“I-if that’s how you like it,” Aekarii groans, and I jolt from something scorching, something 
razor pressing to my back, “let me return the favor!” Her spearhead punches through my spine, 
out through my chest, clean through Hazard before I have a chance to answer. The sight of my 
blood gushing out, splattering Haz’s apron, soaking us, the raw perverse intimacy of 
impalement… it’s so much I nearly cum then and there.

“H-haz…” I groan, “i-is this okay with you?”
Haz unlatches from my tits. It reels, teeth dripping silver blood across my chest, and giggles 

drunkenly. My maershal’s violet lightning sends shock-currents through us both. “Literally pinned
to mistress… this is the best day of doll’s life!”

Then it lunges down and bites back into me, fucking faster, fucking harder. Each withdrawal 
pulls Haz back along the spearhead, each plunge sends it back down against me. I’m pulled right 
along with it, tugged to and fro while electric arcs of Aekarii’s power rub off its cockshaft into my 
clit. Burning buzzes pushing me deeper, needy moans, groans, whimpers pushing me deeper, the 
sights and sounds of all our sex driving me deeper, deeper, deeper!

Hannah’s pounding Showpiece so hard now that her voice bounces up and down as she gasps
in delight. Demon-flesh clapping living porcelain, oil seeping in streams from Show’s pussy… I am 
surrounded by sex and power and more sex, a succubus so deeply in her element she no longer 
remembers existing outside it. Where else would I be? What else would I do? I wrap my arms 
around Hazard and dig my talons into its back. “Harder, Haz… fuck me harder!”

And Hazard does, so swift, so desperate that the vibrations knock metallic humming out of 
Aekarii’s tail. It’s all stirring energy and aching delight. I hit the swell, the fullness of a climax 
about to break, but the ritual’s power clamps down on it. Frustration feeds need, need feeds 
pleasure, feeding frustration… I bite hard into my lip. “Come on, come on… why can’t I?”

Tremors and spasms overtake me, twisting my hips side to side, my belly rubbing against 
Haz’s in anguish, and I still can’t push past the threshold. From the changing timbre of my sisters’ 
cries, from the urgent whining of our dolls, from the shared sensations trapping us in a feedback 
loop of unfulfilled desire, I know they’re stuck just the same as I am. Our own power turned 
against us… the helpless ectasy of it makes my need even worse.

All the energy within us screams for release. We drown in mind-erasing ecstasy, in cramping 
half-climax that just keeps getting heavier. Hazard cries and bites and pounds harder, harder, 
harder. Hannah tears gaping shard-wounds into Showpiece’s back, her fangs shearing through 
finger-joint after finger-joint and chewing right down Show’s hand. Aekarii heaves, screams, 
writhes with her tongue out, with rivers of lilac secretion and darker violet blood soaking our 
tails that caress and cut her insides. All control lost, all melted away in utter abandon.

As our beings start to fray apart from a hundred pent-up orgasms, loose threads of soul 
tangle together. Aekarii comes to me as visions of nebulae and strange worlds, of a far planet like 
a solidified star burst with spokes and spires twisting tens of thousands of miles out from its 
center, in a star-system where silvery shipyards and azure fog veil a starscape riddled with 
burning reality-ruptures. 

Hannah is a shadow-morass dappled by half-seen faces, silhouettes of forms that rise and fall 
and laugh and moan. A dark skyline frequented by white voids in the shapes of aircraft, leaving 
white trails of dissolution that wash away shadow-silhouettes only so more shadows can replace 



them. Flower-chains emerge, unfold their petals, and greet a brief sunrise. 
And I feel them feeling me, a bloom of rose fire, a fractured forest of shifting limbs and 

twisted lights that cannot remember whether they are beyond the branches or between them. 
The urge becomes action too immense for any thought to follow: to swallow, to drink, to pull 
tangled threads into me. As our frozen orgasms build to continous detonation within us, my cries 
soften to a low heavy breath, and I stir the essences of my lovers. Ghostly torrents seep from 
Aekarii, from Hannah, from Haz and Show, and flow into my skin, down my throat.

The moment they sink in, the dam shatters. I cum so hard that I drench all of us, screaming 
and clinging to Haz. A sparking tide pours from Hannah, drives into me, and at last Aekarii 
reaches her violet into us as Hannah pumps seed into Showpiece, as Showpiece soaks Hannah’s 
cock in doll-cum, as Hazard fills me with an endless gush, as Aekarii cums and cums and cums 
over our tails in a bloody breach of joy.

Soul-eater. These are not words but sensing. The sensing entangled with all the essence-
nectar I suckle from my sisters, returned with all they suckle in me. I drink Hannah’s joy at 
draining souls for the first time, my own echoed and amplified in it. I drink Aekarii’s pride and 
excitement to share in her younger sisters’ rite of passage, her bittersweet ardor as she 
remembers her own first time so many years ago. A full-body descent in delight, igniting more, 
making me ache and orgasm, held taut to Haz.

“Yes!” Haz shrieks with euphoria. “Devour me, mistress! All of me, please! I want you to have 
all of me!” And it does. I drink its desire, drink its everything, sweetest dream-being slaking and 
stoking the infinite thirst. My talons clutch its head, my lips lock to its, my tongue dances with its 
tongue and draws out rivers of soul. I could consume everything Haz is. Haz wants me to. In this 
moment, Haz is so wild with the delight of our sex that it truly wants me to annihilate it.

So I drink, and cum, and drink until Haz’s eyelids flutter, until it passes out still pumping 
instinctively into my pussy. I drink until Haz begins to slow. Only a last dissonant clash in my 
head, a whispered urge of ‘no, I’m not done with you yet’ recalls me to restraint. I break my 
mortal kiss with Haz and flop sideways. Aekarii twitches, giggling like the idiot whore she is, and 
withdraws her spearhead tail from me as her pussy squeezes out one last spout.

Across from me, Hannah gently strokes Show’s hair, and pops her fangs from the unconscious
doll’s neck. We sit together, dazed, as the candles flicker out and the ritual’s energies finally ebb.

“Ever-loving unholy fuck,” Hannah groans.
“That’s a good way to say ‘succubus’ without saying ‘succubus,’” Aekarii agrees, breaking off 

for a fit of dizzy tittering. “Oh, Abyss… there’s nothing in the multiverse like drinking the souls of 
my sisters… oh, the sweetness of it…”

I flop back, lost in a continuous haze of lust. My hole’s still twitching and contracting, little 
streams of love-liquid still burbling out. Still cumming… will I ever stop? Eventually, I think. But 
for now, I’m so happy to lie in the ritual circle with one of my beloved dolls held tight. My sisters 
follow suit. It’s a long, long time before any of us moves.

“Alright…” Aekarii gasps, grasping the kitchen island to haul herself up. She’s still climaxing 
too, quietly, little hitches and shudders in her breath. She’s trickling everywhere. The scent of it… 
I could go again right now. “I doubt very much… that you’ll be up for anything more tonight. I was 
thinking that with Stasis gone, it’s time to start training you. But that can wait another day.”

I shake my head as my smile expands to a stupid gay grin, then melts into lust-drunk staring. 
“I’d…” I do my best to swallow my horny, even as her scent’s worming its way into my mind. “I’d 
still… I’d like you to train me in some basics. Mostly how to fight, at least enough I can survive 
until I get good enough to learn as I go.”

“Oh, absolutely yes,” Aekarii straightens, nodding emphatically as she looms over me. 
“Combat is not a forgiving environment for trial and error, especially not for beginners.” 



She puts her beautiful hands on her beautiful hips, staring down at me over the huge swells 
of her breasts. “Hm… should it be right now, though? Soul-drain’s a deep, intimate power. Always 
takes a lot. Then there’s digestion, and this was your first time, and today’s been emotionally 
fraught as well… I’m up to teach, but are you sure you’re in a condition to learn? You should sleep, 
and dream. Dreaming’s how you rest, dreaming’s how you internalize all those emotions, 
dreaming’s how you digest and assimilate all the soul you just devoured.”

I frown, closing my eyes, taking in the sensations of myself. A little hazy, sure, a little thin and 
jittery, but nothing at all like I felt after the Hunters mauled me. This isn’t even as bad as I was 
after Carrie got through pummeling me. So when I open my eyes, I answer, “yeah, I can go for 
more.” Plus… I’m not ready to sleep yet. There’ll be other moments like this, but I’ll never get to 
experience this exact one again. I don’t want this wonderful night to end. 

Aekarii quirks her lips, thinking carefully. “Very well. I’ll be in the gym when you’re ready.”
It takes around thirty minutes to finally cum for the last time, then another thirty to muster 

the will to stand up, help Hannah bathe Hazard and Showpiece before tucking them into my bed. 
After that, I make my way through the hotel-like halls of Metronome House to the gym. I can’t 
deny that I absolutely love the looks I get from other inhabitants, the way their eyes bulge at the 
cum covering my inner thighs, the way their olfactory organs flex at the sex-stink rolling off me.

I arrive to find the gym’s already morphed to Aekarii’s whims, becoming a transparent maze 
of purple veils, biomechanical exercise equipment with Gigeresque sexual overtones, and a pit at 
the far end where she awaits me under a ceiling of vaulted chitin with a skylight for 
Bragashaerien to shine down on us.

“You’re still sure?” she asks as I draw close. “You’re not just being stubborn and taking on way
more than is healthy for you?

“I’m sure,” I nod.
She eyes me suspiciously. “And you accept that if you’re lying, to me or yourself, I will only 

soften the consequences that would otherwise directly endanger you, not the ones that 
embarrass, discomfort, or annoy you?”

“Of course!” I nod fervently. “I’m up for this, Aches. Really.”
“Okay… right…” Aekarii props her chin on one hand, pacing. “We have a problem, maershal. It 

runs thusly: I’m on the cusp of reinventing all my fighting styles. A ground-up rework.”
“Why, if you don’t mind me asking?” A tilt of my head, curiosity clarified… huh. What an odd 

tone for my thoughts to take. “If it kept you alive to become an archsuccubus, you must be doing 
something right.”

Her brow furrows. “My continued existence has little to do with my personal merit, maershal.
I’ve seen so many prodigies die around me, die because they were prodigies. They stood too tall, 
with a shine too bright, so the enemy cut them down first. I survived because I was average.”

“I don’t believe that’s true—” I halt, seeing Aches shake her head.
“That history has much to do with my impostor syndrome, yes,” Aekarii says, “but I promise 

you this is one thing in which self-doubt doesn’t cloud my memory. I am exceptional now, I agree, 
even if I…” she averts her eyes, wings flexing. “… even if I seldom feel it. You must banish from 
your mind the notion that war and violence are fair and ennobling, that they push us to grow. 
Merit survives in spite of the battlefield, never because of it.”

“No, yeah, I get that!” My hands pat the air as though I can massage a tense moment away. “I 
just… you know. You do get down on yourself a lot.”

“Oh. That’s fair.” Aekarii grins sheepishly. “Sorry.”
A shake of my head casts pink fire to all sides. “Nothing to apologize for.”
“Alright… alright, good.” Aches looks to her hand, where a small silvery pendant coalesces 

upon a shimmering silvery chain. A little four-point star, shining faint but clear. “There is no glory 



in war. There is only glory in survival.” She closes her fingers, squeezing, and the pendant 
disappears in a stream of cobalt blue mist. For just a moment, her Tundral Lilt seeps through. 
“And it takes a long, long time to feel it.”

She hugs herself. “It’s all the civilian fools, you know? Glorifying the meat grinder. In their 
imagination, death in battle means a poignant speech after taking dozens of the enemy with you, 
comrades crowded around to hold your hand as a ray of sunlight illuminates this beautiful death.”

The purple drains slowly from her fires until she’s a greyed-out ghost. “The reality is you die 
face down in the mud, too weak from the holes torn through you even to turn your head away 
from the muck. Or sprawled just beyond the fortress doors, riddled over and over with shot and 
shell while your comrades scream and urge you to get up, but you can’t.” 

Ghastly plumes open through her, spark-sprays and puckered craters. Slashes sieve open, 
black guts squirm mid-air, and whitefire blood gushes from Aches’ throat as remembered agony 
slices it wide. “They’re crying, screaming, begging you to find it in you to survive so they don’t 
have to see you die again,” she burbles, slurring, staggering. Her delirium bleeds through in her 
power, paralyzing me. I strain until my form jitters and parts at the seams, but I can’t make myself
move, I can only stand there and watch. “’You can do it, Rees! C’mon Rees, get up, you can do it!’ 
But you can’t move... you’re falling apart and you feel yourself growing weaker and you can’t 
move, so you just lie there while the guns tear and tear and tear—”

No! Fuck this, I’m not letting my sister’s past hold me still while it hurts her! Fury boils under 
my skin, a surge of pink flame bursting forth. “Whoa, whoa, whoa!” I throw off the paralysis and 
rush towards her. Aekarii’s eyes flash with panic and her wounds tear even wider. She goes rigid, 
whimpering. I halt. “Sorry, sorry, I’m so sorry, maershal. Shouldn’t have done that right now. Easy, 
Aches.” Hands outstretched, calming voice, I stay where I’m standing. “The war’s over, maershal. 
You’re having a flashback. The war’s over. You’re here, with me, Silv, in Metronome House.”

Aekarii’s color seeps slowly back. Her wounds close up. With a whimper on her lips, she takes
a faltering step towards me. Another. I beckon, offering an encouraging smile. She closes the rest 
of the distance in a rush, arms outspread, and clings to me like a child to her mother.

“We were so young,” she sobs, burying her head in my breast. I hold her close, cradling her 
head, stroking her horns. “What the fuck, what the fuck, what the fuck… we were so young. 
Everything was so new and bright. We loved everyone. We loved them and they murdered us…” 
Her talons dig into my shoulders. “Why? We loved them… why wouldn’t they…”

Her voice breaks apart, given over to keening groans, sniffles, sob after sob after sob. I can 
only hold her, and wait, until little by little her tears ebb and her tremors ease.

“Okay,” Aches murmurs at last. “We can continue with the lesson now.”
“You don’t have to do this.” I squeeze. “Please don’t force yourself to go through this if it’s 

going to hurt you. I’ve learned a lot on my own. Don’t hurt yourself trying to help me.”
“Teaching you isn’t hurt to me, Silv.” She stirs, pulling herself up by my shoulders, and offers a 

smile stained by lilac lava-tears. “It’s healing. I can give you a better chance than I got. I can take 
back something from everything Litasthria stole.”

“Okay.” I touch my horns to hers. “But as your maershal, I reserve the right to worry and 
maybe ask overprotective questions sometimes.”

Aekarii kisses my cheek. “That’s not overprotective, idiot. It’s loving your sister.”
We help each other stand, and Aekarii takes a few steps away. A talon finds its way to her lips,

and her eyes narrow in concentration. “Where were we… oh! Yes! Reinventing my fighting styles.” 
She shrugs. “As to why? Some’s practical. Mostly, I… I just don’t feel like they’re mine enough. 
Practical first: I want to make full use of my demonic form, my shapeshifting. For example, any 
good martial arts instruction begins with drilling basic movement, but all the movement I know 
caters to mortal anatomy. Mostly human footwork, to be honest.”



That baffles me. “Your people are demons. Aren’t your martial arts tailored for your bodies?”
She drops her hand, grinning in embarrassment. “Er… we wanted to. But we had to develop 

an entire martial tradition in the middle of open warfare. We sort of just, er… took whatever we 
could adapt from organic mortals, who have more limited ranges of motion, need to pay far more 
attention to balance and leverage, and, well…” she shrugs. “Don’t move much like demons at all.”

She demonstrates with a lunge so long and low she’s nearly spread out on the floor, her legs 
stretched at uncanny angles, her front knee bent so far a human’s would buckle under the strain. 
Her left arm snaps out, talons hooking up at an imagined foe’s throat. Her right she holds close, 
guarding her head and chest. “Our weight distributes however we want. Our muscles can morph 
and relocate to faciliate any move we want—assuming we even give ourselves muscles.”

I examine my form. “Should I?” I plunge a claw into my arm's heated ether to test its spring, 
and savor pain. Note to self, heated ether's a good euphemism for pussy...

Aches shrugs again. “Only if it feels right. Some demons like that sense of being shaped for 
purpose. Others prefer to just weave kinetic energy itself into their forms, skip the 
musculoskeletal middleman entirely.”

I have to giggle at the expression. “You absolute fucking dork.”
Aekarii hides behind her hands, laughing. “Oh, shut up, you hypocrite cum-guzzler.”
That gets me bashful and horny enough I can’t think of a come back. Ha! Or a cumback, as the 

case may be.
Aches drops her hands, tapping her fangs. “More precious to me personally… you and I agree 

that we want to bring lust into everything, yes? That’s functionally what it means to be horny all 
the time.” She eyes her hands, clenching her talons. “I want to fight lustfully, Silv.”

“I love that determination, but…” I tap my foot. “May I ask a question?”
She nods. “Of course.”
“Isn’t the point of fighting skills that they’re practical?” I ask. “I understand wanting to 

reclaim this for yourself, but if you have to adopt impractical techniques to do it, isn’t that… 
y’know… bad martial arts?”

“I… I don’t think it will be.” Aekarii shrugs. “I don’t know. Maybe, in the end, I’ll realize most of
the ways I fight already line up with my horny-forward agenda, and all I need to do is let myself 
feel it. But we’re not in Stasis anymore. The shape of practicality changes when supernatural 
power comes into play. When you act from your truest self, your power flows more freely, 
effectively making you stronger. So, even mechanically-impractical techniques can still be a net 
positive if they’re true to you.”

“Aren’t you worried about… well…” I wince. “… about coming to associate your lust with 
trauma if you work it into your fighting style?”

“I used to be.” Aches hugs herself. Uneasy electric surges pour into my conscious, and I watch 
with laser focus for any sign that she’s bordering on another flashback. “I used to believe, as many
do, that I could set aside parts of me for later. Compartmentalize. But, compartmentalization...” 
she sighs, wings folding tight to her in a comforting cloak, “it’s a myth, Silv. When one part of you 
is hurt, every part of you is hurt.” She paces again, tail lashing. 

“I know techniques to completely separate parts of you and store them as, for example, 
artifacts to reclaim later, but doing that means splitting yourself. Splitting yourself reduces your 
power, making you more vulnerable, meaning more trauma to what’s left of you. There’s no way 
to keep a piece of yourself and not carry it into battle with you. If you seal off parts of your soul, 
you just don’t realize the damage until you open them up and try to use them again.”

She turns to face me, smiling sadly. “The Pangalactic War already traumatized my lust, Silv. I 
just didn’t realize how bad it was until the war ended.” A shrug. “At least this way, I’ll always know 
any wounds my lust has taken, so I can start healing it right away.”



I take a while to ponder that, and answer her sad smile with an earnest one. “Thank you, 
Aches. Thank you so much. You’ve learned so many lessons the hardest way. Despite carrying all 
that pain alone for so long, when you got the chance, your first instinct was to make sure I don’t 
have to struggle the same way you did.”

Tears brim in Aekarii’s eyes. She swells up, stands straight and tall, and the pride in her voice 
stirs tears from me in turn. “Yeah, because the Onslaught Guard didn’t teach me to be a selfish 
fucking coward.” She pauses, quirks her lips, then strikes a fist to her collar bone. “Lone soldiers 
fall. Who stands together, stands to win.” A firm nod. “Community, maershal. It has always been 
community that made my people strong.”

“Is that your real secret?” I ask. “You’re an archsuccubus because your people helped you to 
get there?”

“You’re gods-forsaken right.” She grins, then eases down, winding ribbons of violet radiance 
over her black fingers as she thinks. “Right… so… I think I know how I want to begin, now. I had 
some idea about giving you a dire speech of ‘power is paranoia,’ but I think you already 
understand that. You’re not an idiot teenager determined to believe they’re invincible, even if the 
denial gets them killed.”

“Yeah, um…” I grimace. “The Hunters and Carrie have already beaten any lingering delusions 
of grandeur out of me. I’m already pretty paranoid, to be honest. I quietly assume I’ll get jumped 
by something the first time I leave Metronome House.”

“Right. So… any power you learn, any strength you gain,” Aekarii shrugs. “That’s something 
you will know someone else can learn, and use against you. Be prepared to handle that, but I 
absolutely agree that right now more power is a flat improvement to your life.”

I nod. “I’m with you so far.”
Aekarii purses her lips. “Exhaustion,” she says decisively. “That’s the very first thing you must 

learn to manage. Remember, your power now governs everything. How keenly you think, how 
quick you move, how hard you can hit, how much damage you can take. Moreover, it also 
determines how creative you can be. When you’re exhausted, you’ll miss opportunities to learn 
because you’re too tired to perceive them. Powers that come to you easily when you’re well-
rested might be impossible even to imagine when you’re too tired.”

“So, don’t do what I did when I got to college, and pace myself,” I answer.
“Exactly.” Aekarii waves a hand. “There’s no need to fixate on every little in and out. Trust me, 

I’ve tried. There are too many. The only things you must perfect are recognizing how much 
strength you’re burning, and how far off your rested ideal you are.” She points. “Don’t push 
yourself so hard you forget what it feels like to be fully rested. But…” Aches folds her arms, 
blowing out a purple-fire puff. “Despite everything I just said… recognize that the multiverse is 
chaotic, you cannot control everything, and there will be times you just don’t have a choice.”

“Ah.” Click my tongue against my teeth. “That makes sense.”
“Which is why it’s all the more important you learn to manage your energy when you can,” 

Aekarii concludes. “Paying attention to that is also how you learn to recognize chances for self-
improvement. When you’re well-rested, and you know you should be strong enough to do 
something, but you still can’t pull it off? That’s a good way to detect cognitive dissonance.” She 
shifts her hips, leaning forward with a sly smile. “So here’s a test of your intuition, maershal. Why 
does cognitive dissonance matter?”

“Uh…” I take a while to chew over that, turning over all the puzzle-pieces Aekarii has given 
me today and trying them together. My power is me… my power determines my connection to 
reality… my connection to reality determines how I affect it… sometimes when I’m out of sorts, I 
can do things I can’t when I’m at my best… connection to reality… compartmentalizing… and it 
come to me in a flash like sparks leaping from one oil-slick to the next. “My connection to myself!”



I yell, triumphant. “Cognitive dissonance disrupts my connection with myself, turning portions of 
my own power against me.”

“Silv, I’m so proud of you!” Aekarii beams, soaring to me and spinning me into another hug. “It
took me decades to figure that out, and you got it in your first lesson!”

I hug her back, nuzzling. “I’m just standing on the tower your people built, maershal.”
Aekarii shudders, sniffling again. “The Carag getting credit for contributing to the 

multiverse… fancy that.” She eases away. “You’re exactly right, Silv. Here’s the reverse side of what 
I told you earlier, about power and paranoia: each way you learn to strengthen yourself points 
you towards ways you can weaken your enemies. If you sow enough dissonance to disrupt their 
power-flow, if you get them tired enough, you can defeat enemies who would normally be 
hundreds of time stronger than you.”

She waggles her hand. “Theoretically. I’ve only pulled that off once, and… there was an 
enormous amount of setup involved. Again, my whole people worked together to make it happen. 
I just happened to be the one that made the final connection.”

“Yeah. I’m starting to see the web.” All this deep thinking and memory-searching reminds me 
of something, and I tilt my head. “Hey, Aches? When you first revealed yourself to me, you said 
we’d need to create our community if we wanted one.”

“Yes, I did.” She glances down. “I’m sorry for lying, maershal. I was afraid if I started telling 
you details, you wouldn’t like them, and… well, I’m sorry for lying. In Thnakt, my home universe, 
in the Abyss, in random pockets throughout the multiverse, there are so many demonic 
communities. They’d love to have you, just as much as I do.”

“It’s okay.” I squeeze her shoulders. “I’m not upset, and I forgive you. I’m not even sure you 
were wrong. You especially love us when we’re scum, right? I don’t think I was ready to accept 
myself as scum, then. I might’ve run off.” A wide smile comes to my lips. “But I’m ready now.”

“I know, Silv.” Aekarii smiles back, just as bright. “It’s beautiful to see.”
We’re quiet for a while, just standing there staring at each other and smiling like idiots. I’m 

not sure who giggles first. I just know that it quickly devolves into a feedback loop. I giggle, so 
Aches giggles, so I giggle louder, so she giggles even more, until we lean into each other and 
topple to the floor in a heap of brainless sapphic laughter. We clutch each other and squirm and 
squeal, and even after we collect ourselves we’re still grinning the dumbest way.

“Alright,” Aekarii wheezes, flicking her black-shadow hair over a black-shadow shoulder, “I 
know where I want to start. How about I just do that, and hopefully by the time I’ve finished I’ll 
have figured out how to handle the rest?”

“Works for me!” I agree.
Aches summons a column of spiraling lightning around her, gathering it to spheres like raging

stars on each palm. The shadows behind her cavort with dismal shapes, razor skylines, half-seen 
glints from long-dead suns. Impressions stand out and fade away again. That casual mastery, 
channeling godslaying force without even thinking about it… sin and death, I want it so bad. 

She speaks: “To ensure you’ve got something you can fall back on, trusted techniques that will
keep you alive ‘til we figure out the rest, I’ll focus my teaching on what I call the Deep Power, what
my people call essence-magic or essence-wielding. It’s…” 

She sighs. “Oh, Hells take this pompous nonsense! I’ve dodged this bullet too long, just let me 
take it… it’s psychic power. Wielders of the Deep Power are psychics. Your mind, your soul, your 
being. You’re already using it, yes? You gain new powers by traveling, acting, experiencing, 
meditating, anything that deepens your understanding of yourself?”

“Oh! Yeah!” I puff up, proud. “I do know what that is!” I explain about my little threeway with 
the goblin and the creature from a few months ago, about how I learned telekinesis on the fly 
from the way our sex stirred me.



“Exactly!” Aekarii claps her hands. “So you already know the most basic basics.”
“Yeah.” I nod. “I do things, I get stronger and I gain new powers, that’s… huh…” I squat for a 

little while as I debate whether I really want to say this, tapping my wingtips on the floor. “Is the 
way we gain power really just, y’know, comparable to leveling up in an RPG?”

Aekarii sighs. “Yes, but I’ll deflate and start composing nonsense-poetry at you if you keep 
calling it that.”

I pop up, bouncing on my feet. “Ha! Fool! That sounds like an incentive to me!”
Aekarii grins. “Yes, but I will morph the sound-waves before they reach your ears, so all you 

hear is your mother giving you an endless list of chores.”
“Ew, Abyss, no.” I rake my claws through my thighs, drawing rivers of silver blood. “Alright, 

that’s a deterrent.”
Aches grins wider. “The evil of an archsuccubus knows no bounds.”
“Clearly.” I wipe blood off on one hand. Seeing that Aekarii’s watching the way I lift it to my 

lips, I slow down, shift my hips, stretch up on tiptoe to really show off my body while I suck. “Are 
your people known for the way you wield power?” I ask.

Aekarii turns self-assured. “We are the indisputable masters. In all the multiverse, we have no
peers.” Her pride wavers, her smile sours. I’ve begun to feel hate at the way she looks aside, 
hugging herself. Hate for everyone that’s made my sister feel this way, tainted her proudest 
achievements with pain. I feel the words before she says them, and my lips unconsciously move to
mimic hers: “If we hadn’t become the best, we’d have become nothing.”

She shakes herself. “Enough. I won’t try to teach you everything. You’re already learning on 
your own. I wish only to give you a framework. So, to start… uh… you know, I was just musing on 
how satisfied I was to have a starting point a few minutes ago, and I’ve clean forgotten it already. 
Hm...” She shifts, head swaying side to side, then jolts. “Right! Yes! The three primary styles of 
power.” She raises a talon. “That’s a nonsense statement. You can invent an infinity of different 
styles. But right now you’re a beginner, and infinity is too much for you, so there are three.”

“Noted.” I watch her, intent.
“Impulse,” Aekarii begins, flitting through a dizzying array of shapes, “means power so deeply

personal, so innate, that you use it on reflex, on instinct, by habit. Like breathing, like thinking, 
like moving your limbs.” I can’t even shapeshift yet, and Aches is phasing between forms faster 
than I can take them in. A grizzled human mercenary with bulging muscles, a trim elven man with
a sly smirk and scarified craters in his empty eye sockets, a pulsating slime studded with eyes. 

All the while her voice echoes out, sometimes from many mouths, sometimes one, sometimes
none. “Use any power enough, feel it passionately enough, and it will eventually become Impulse 
to you. Now that we’ve transcended the chains of human flesh and human consciousness, the only
limit to how many Impulse techniques you can shape into your soul is the time it takes to 
internalize them. These techniques come out quickest, for you don’t need to spend time thinking 
about them, and they are often the most powerful.”

“Not always?” I ask.
Aekarii shifts back to herself, shaking her head as a sword of woven shadow coalesces in her 

left hand. “Not always. It takes time, effort, and simple personal growth to move from 
understanding a technique, to doing it at will, to becoming so intimate with it you can do it 
without thought or preparation. But once you do…”  She slams the sword into a shadow scabbard. 
Her form multiplies into a field of jittering silhouettes, pinpoint stars blossom, and a split second 
later the gym’s air shears apart in a buzzing field of violet slashes. All the room’s shapes distort 
around them, fracturing, blurring, surrounding me in a surrealist cocoon of reality-shards.

Everything’s deathly silent, for sound itself has just been cut apart. I’ve seen that sort of 
technique before, in works of fiction. Standing in the same room with someone actually 



performing it is… I can’t fully process that I’ve just seen it. It feels realer than I am, something so 
adamant that I have no right to feel emotions about it.

Aches reappears where she started, settling the sword’s point once more in its scabbard and 
sheathing it. The slashes persist, though: thrumming, pouring purple fire and black shadows that 
morph into ghastly visions. They’re drawing me in, such a dread song calling—oh, what rapture 
to sunder myself for her, to bleed, to break!—Aches dismisses the slash-field with a handwave. 
There’s no rush of returning sound. Only a sudden dizziness, a tilting sensation.

“See?” she grins. “I don’t just copy techniques from video game characters.”
“I… no, that’s not what I was thinking at all!” I touch myself inch by inch, reassuring myself 

I’m still here, that I really just saw that. “Maershal, I… I don’t understand how you can actually do 
a technique like that! And on top of that, you’ve added your own touches, you… Ash, you did that 
on instinct?! Really? If you’re under threat, that just comes out on reflex?” 

“Huh.” She looks up at nothing in particular, a finger to her lips. “When you put it that way, I 
suppose it is rather crazed, isn’t it?”

I shake my head. “Besides, I doubt very much that’s the craziest thing you’ve got.”
Her eyes shine with such a sinister radiance. “Not by a long shot, sweet sister. Not by a 

shining slug’s travel beyond the borders of time and matter, to strike a target its gunner won’t see 
‘til an hour from now…” She shakes herself. “Anyway, yes. Cascade Evisceration also looks a good 
deal more spectacular if I attack a particular target.” She glances wryly at the walls. “And if I’m not
trying to avoid cutting into Metronome House, which I happen to be quite fond of. Perhaps you’ll 
see that one day. Meantime!”

She claps her hands. “Sometimes planning and concentrated effort of will let you set multiple 
powers in motion, prepare them to converge in ways too situational for raw instinct. This brings 
us to Volition.” Again, a sudden star-field and a surge of slashes. But this time as they erupt we 
rush into them, pulled by the unfathomable weight of Aekarii’s power. I blur, tingling and burning 
and vibrating with perverse bliss, as my form distorts and unravels along the shear-lines of her 
strokes. Solidity comes like a blow to the head, awakening me to a blackstone chamber where 
lightning surges ripple down the walls to strike the spot where Aekarii’s standing—right as she 
implodes into herself, creating a distortion that spirals the lightning into a single point. 

The bolts collide in a white-hot flash and rebound back into the walls, triggering some sort of 
chain reaction with the leftover charge that blasts the walls into a storm of shards. Aekarii 
reappears next to me. She doesn’t have to move her hand. The immense weight of her presence 
crushes into me like a deep-ocean descent. By her motionless will the shards whirl through the 
smoking space in razor whirwlinds, then hurtle into the buzzing cuts left by her Cascade 
Evisceration. The shards liquefy, whipping back out in molten yellow-white lashes. They snap 
around her imaginary opponent and rip them back into the slashes to be cut apart all over again.

“Ow…” Aekarii rubs her temples with her fingers. “Did that just feel like gibberish to you? It 
felt to me like I just did a bunch of gibberish. I swear, it’s… it’s very clever in practice. It is… so 
much easier to come up with cool things when I’m fighting someone. The solutions emerge from 
the problem, yes?”

“You’re fine!” I laugh, hugging her ‘round the shoulders and rocking with her from side to 
side. “You are being way too hard on yourself!” I gesture at the devastation around us. “I get the 
gist. Constant redirection, leftovers from previous attacks morphing into new attacks so even if 
your enemy avoids some, they’re kept guessing how you’re going to come at them next. It’s not 
gibberish.” I fold my wings around me, thoughtful. “I’m a little terrified to imagine what you’re 
used to if you’re worried that was somehow unimpressive. This is my first lesson, you’re going 
way harder than you need to!”

Aekarii pouts. “True, but I still want to show off for you, Silv.”



“Yeah, I understand. I’d do the same if our positions were swapped.” I nuzzle her cheek. 
“Anyway, don’t worry. That was easily the coolest thing I’ve ever seen.”

She giggles. “I aim to please! So, yes. Volition means power channeled with conscious intent, 
willpower. You think about what you want to manifest, then bring it forth. You’ll do most of your 
work in combat with Impulse and Volition. Impulse techniques keep you mobile, defended, in the 
fight. They drive back your enemy, win you room to think. They help you set up for Volition 
techniques you devise on the fly to defeat that particular opponent. This brings us to Construct.”

She pauses. “Hm… now… what do I want to create?” Her eyes crease with mirth. “You’re 
starting to see already why we seldom use Construct in battle, I suspect!”

“Yeah, you’ve already stood still longer than I’d want to,” I agree.
“Just so.” Aekarii fondles herself while she thinks. Her tail frisks, and after a few seconds more

she starts to writhe. How have I never noticed before how hypnotic her movements are? They’re 
so fluid, so… well… graceful. She feels more like a painting come to life than a real person, swirls 
artfully animated… I’m dimly aware of hot droplets trickling down my legs…

“Oh!” Aekarii shocks me out of my stupor. “This will do!” 
She sweeps a hand, casting forth violet inferno and black umbra that unravel into blacklight 

threads. They wind together, tighten, harden into a black-metal sculpture. It features two 
cylinders covered by crystal domes tinted amber, each holding a turbine over a pit. Suspended by 
eldritch glows, an array of mirrors hovers above each dome. At a gesture of invitation from Aches,
I walk over to look straight down on the domes. Each cylinder extends way deeper than the gym’s 
floor, its insides studded with mirrors to carry light to the water below.

“Is that a good turbine design?” I ask. “I love how it looks, but is it efficient?”
“Not sure, doesn’t matter!” Aekarii says, clasping her hands with a radiant smile and standing 

on one foot. “This isn’t a Construct created to generate energy, though it happens to do that. It’s a 
Construct created to evoke the idea of transmuting one form of energy into others, something I 
would meditate near in order to help me discover and improve my techniques in the Power, and 
helping cue my soul to become more malleable for that growth.”

She considers. “Also, it’s definitely not efficient because the steam will obscure the mirrors 
and scatter the incoming light, rendering the device increasingly inefficient the hotter the water 
grows. If I wanted to do it efficiently, I would start by modifying it thusly.” She waves her hand 
again, rearranging the mirrors to aim their light into secondary shafts which manifest alongside 
the cylinders. She points. “Those shafts lead to a final mirror at the bottom, which aims the 
collected light on a heating plate. The plate’s other side touches the pool-waters.” She shrugs. “For
practical use, you’d need way more mirrors to focus enough light, and…”

She blinks. “Sorry, what were we just talking about?”
This woman, I swear to sin.
“Constructs, Aches,” I laugh, rubbing my head. “You were explaining Constructs.”
“Oh! Right! Yes!” she nods. “And how this one’s a meditation aid…” She claps in time with her 

words. “Okay, okay. I remember.” A giggle seeps out of her. She clears her throat. “Oh! Yes, see, if I 
really wanted this to generate power?” She slaps the construct’s side. A violet ripple runs down 
through it, stripping the mirrors and the shafts, then gathering at the bottom where it becomes a 
violet glow surging upwards to spin the turbines so hard the whole gym starts to shake. “See?”

“Uh-huh…” I look into the glow, mesmerized, then shake my head clear. “Isn’t that…” I frown. 
“What about conservation of energy?”

She shakes her head. “That was only a local law describing the universe of Stasis. The Deep 
Power is infinity times infinity, and so is the multiverse. Never bother asking yourself, ‘do the 
numbers add up?’ because the answer’s always no. How can I use my power to generate 
constructs that generate power without me?” She shrugs. “I just can.”



“So…” I fold my arms. “Okay. If that’s how that works, why can’t you cut out a piece of yourself
while remaining whole?”

“Oh, I can cut as many pieces out of myself as I want,” Aekarii says, nodding quickly, “as long 
as I want to copy and replicate the piece I’m cutting, not remove it entirely. If I remove it, then it’s 
just gone. Can’t manifest what’s no longer within me.”

“I…” I’m starting to worry I’m not dumb enough to become as strong as Aches. “I just need to 
get used to accepting these things after a certain point, don’t I?”

“Yep!” She hops on one foot, then the other, before dropping to both and bouncing. “My 
advice? Question, prod, stress-test, because that’s how you figure things out, but always be 
prepared for the moment when you just have to take something for what it is.”

“Like you?” I ask wryly.
“Like me!” she beams. She pulls a pirouette purely for her own amusement, balancing on her 

foot-talons like they’re the tip of a ballet shoe, and continues her lesson as she comes to rest. 
“That’s the advantage of Constructs forged with the Power. They endure with forever unless an 
outside force acts on them, or something in their nature causes them to change until they cease 
functioning. Some do need maintenance, but it’s less like conventional mechanical maintenance, 
and more like maintaining a relationship with an old friend.”

She lifts her hand again. A last violet pulse takes the Construct elsewhere. “Sent it to Machrae 
Diir,” she says, winking as though I should know where that is. I trust her to show me later, so I 
smile supportively and keep listening. “So, again referring to our earlier chat about keeping pieces
of you safe from battle… you can’t do that. But you can create Constructs that evoke those pieces 
of you, things you can surround yourself with to help heal those parts of your spirit even when 
you’ve forgotten how to do it yourself. Like a personal shrine.”

“Or a home?” I suggest.
“Exactly!” she claps.
And it hits me. “Metronome House is a Construct… a Construct of its own making, right?”
Aekarii nods. “Just so.”
“And its function is to help monsters remember themselves…” The impulse takes over my 

limbs before thought can object. I rush to the nearest wall, spread my arms across it, and lean up 
to give it a loud, echoing kiss. “I love you, you… you dear old place!”

Metronome House rumbles quietly under my touch. I stand there, embracing the wall, until 
I’m content to pad back to my place opposite Aches. 

“Please don’t tell anyone about that yet,” I murmur, with a shy smile. “I’m not brash enough to 
handle it yet.”

“Maershal,” she giggles, “I’ve had spirit-sex with trees. You’re in good company.” We share 
another laugh over that. “Not all Constructs are physical,” Aekarii continues, tapping her forehead.
“You use them in their simplest form every day. Thought-exercises, concepts, essays. In time, 
you’ll learn to convert them from one to the other, turning figurative ideas into physical 
constructs and physical ones into ideas. Once you’re adept at that, you can even use constructs to 
create things outside yourself so you can safely test how they work, then assimilate them into 
your own being as Volition.”

“Oh!” I prance in place, pleased with my cleverness. “Like, say, constructing an external 
mythology about a specific kind of succubus that incorporates all your desires, then embracing it 
as a description of your own personality when you’re ready?”

“Huh…” Aekari knuckles her chin. “Wages of sin, that is what I was doing. You’re a swift 
learner, my dear Silv.” Then, dropping her hands to fold at her waist, she bows to me. “Thank you 
so much for bearing with me thus far. Time for another tricky question.” Her head comes up. The 
rest of her stays hanging low and distracting. “Why was I so insistent on illustrating my lessons 



that way?”
“Well…” I bite my tongue, sucking my sweet blood to help me think. “Hm… maybe… no, 

because if it was just about examples helping me to learn, you wouldn’t have asked, that’s too 
obvious… um…” Alright, Silv. Slow down. Do what you did earlier. Take all those pieces and test 
them together, see the patterns emerging from the pile. It’s one thing to hear Aches explain 
something, another to see her do it. That solidity of power, that raw force… that’s it! Moving force!

“I’ve got it!” I snap my fingers. “When I use my telekinesis… right now, it’s Volition. I think 
about what it would feel like to manifest raw kinetic energy, and I pour my power into that feeling
to manifest kinesis. These lessons are Constructs you just created for me. You gave the examples 
to help me feel them, so I can move them to Volition, and have a head start on getting them down 
as Impulse.”

“That’s it! That’s it exactly!” Aekarii screams with excitement. She cannons into me faster 
than ever. She seizes my cheeks as we hit the floor, and disorients me with a bombardment of 
scorching kisses. “Silv, I’m so so so proud of you! You’re learning so fast!”

“Aches…” I have never been praised for my magic. Never. My whole childhood was nothing but
bootheel after bootheel descending on my heart. My mother hated my mind and the questions it 
lead me to. To feel Aekarii’s weight atop me, see her eyes wide and bright and her tail wagging so 
furiously fast I hear it roaring through the air like a great whip… of course I start sobbing. 

“Aww, maershal…” she cradles me to her, rests her head atop mine, and strokes my hair. A 
single kiss atop my head. “You can talk about it if you need.”

“That’s okay… this is nice…” I close my eyes, sniffling, and lose myself for a while in her 
warmth.

When we part at last, Aches asks the question again. “Are you sure you’re up for more?”
“I…” I consider, deeply. I don’t know exactly what’ll happen if I push this where I know it’s 

heading. But I can imagine that if my run-in with the Hunter pushed me into a subtle psychosis, 
I’ll face something far more dramatic. “I’m pushing it. I might regret this later. But…” I look up, and
smile bright. “But I know I’ll regret it if I don’t take everything I can tonight.”

Aches smiles. “Truth is, Silv? Me too.” She shrugs. “What’s the point of existing forever if we 
can never take risks again, eh?”

“Yeah.” We help each other up. “So,” I ask, “any ideas for a finisher?”
She nods. “I’d like us to just free spar for a little while. I want to see your instincts. Which are 

good, which are bad, which it’s too early to say. I’ll tailor my lessons around that.”
“That makes sense.” A clap and rub of my hands. “So, how do we do this?”
“Hm?” Aekarii licks her lips, tilts her head, and throws a palm strike that flickers to a halt a 

millimeter from my nose. “We hit each other like we’re fighting.”
“But… won’t we…” I remember all the outrageous things we did during sex earlier this same 

night, and I can’t help but laugh at myself. “Okay, I guess even if we do tear into each other, it’s 
different from when, say, the Hunters do it.”

“Of course!” Aekarii steps in and presses her talons to my belly, driving them in with a loving 
twist of her hand. She leans into my ear, whispering. “I do this to caress you, darling.”

“Mmmph…” I bite my lip, squirming from the bliss-burn gouging my bowels. My eyes roll 
back, lids fluttering. “H-hey… Aches, did you just call me darling?”

Aekarii withdraws her hand and quicksteps away.  “Ummm…” She hides behind its back, a 
blush of purple fire igniting across her cheeks, her eyes flicking nervously to the silver blood 
wetting her knuckles. She’s so fucking cute. “… l-let’s just get on with the sparring, yes?”

“Works for me.” I lick my fangs.
I’ve never trained to fight in my life, so I just do what comes to mind naturally. Good thing 

about a succubus body, I don’t need training to give me enough flexibility for a high-kick at 



Aekarii’s face. Downside, doing things without needing to train means I can get into situations I 
don’t have the training to get out of, like the moment Aches seizes my foot and hauls it over her 
shoulder as she spins, taking us to the floor for a leglock. 

The impact doesn’t daze me as it would if it had a real enemy’s intent empowering it, but it 
stuns me in a different way. Aekarii’s force jarring my bones, rattling my skull… okay, I get it now. I
get what other girls meant when they talked about wanting another woman to beat the fuck out 
of them. I writhe my way out with a tail-whip at Aekarii’s head, forcing her to let go long enough 
to dodge, and I scramble to my feet. She whirls up, prancing steps and perfect balance, and darts 
back far enough she can lean forward with beckoning curls of her fingers.

I oblige with a charge in and a rake of my claws. Right as my swing really picks up speed, 
Aekarii’s arm lances forward with a three-finger slice to my face. She doesn’t move faster than me,
she’s just there, moving so much more efficiently I can’t stop her. Her talons burn, cleave, unravel 
my jaw and mouth into fibrous fleshy masses. But more than that, it’s the queer intimacy of our 
contest that stirs my ever-restive lust. 

Aekarii’s next words do not help. She darts out of range to the side and half-spins, clapping 
her bloodied hands to her face and giving a hip-waving wiggle of glee. She pants, staring wide-
eyed at me, and breathes with mad adoration—“You bleed so beautifully, sister…”

We’re still sparring, so I throw myself at her with another talon-swipe. She doesn’t even move
her feet this time, she just whips her tail out at the last possible instant to slice down the outside 
of my arm. I stagger to a halt, holding it as it briefly falls limp, and the pain intensifies the 
sensitive wetness of my folds. Even regeneration brings a sexual thrill, my arm’s tremble 
spreading to the rest of me. Aekarii takes advantage of my distraction to coil her tail around my 
legs while she steps in, pulling them out with the same backward twist of her hips that puts her 
talons in place to punch into my skull as I fall.

The squishing scalding burn-slice of those beautiful shining body-knives piercing my eyes 
and nesting briefly inside my abyssal other-brain… it leaves me convulsing for a moment even 
after Aekarii pulls her hand out and drops me to the floor. I finally regain control of myself and 
flap back to my feet. To think I questioned her when she said she wanted to fight lustfully!

“Don’t start your swing so far to the side,” Aekarii cautions. We exchange a flurry of blows 
where I only draw blood because once, Aches accepts a superficial slash along her left arm to 
wind it around my right, spinning into me to pull me past her and grapple me to the floor. The 
way she handles me, pushing, pulling… it’s unbearably erotic. “You’re instinctively widening your 
stance and bracing your footing, using the full reach of your arms, and you’re powering your 
movements from the hips. Those are all good things.”

She lets me up and backs away, slowing down her own cuts to demonstrate. “Don’t swing 
your arm.” She stretches hers out, as though jabbing, and twists her hips to swing. “Thrust as you 
rotate, letting the muscle tension connect your arm to your torso, your hips. Let them pull the rest
of your body into the strike. Same power, smaller space, less start-up time.”

“What happened to moving beyond human anatomy?” I quip, lunging to try out her advice. 
My slash definitely comes out quicker, but Aekarii backsteps just far enough my claws miss her 
eyes. Then she whips her hand up, lunging down my arm with two fingers in a streak punctuated 
by splitting, rasping soul-sinews. It’s too much. The agony-ecstasy eviscerates my focus, my knees
gone wobbly, and when I flail my good arm at her Aches grapples it and twists in behind me—one
hand to the wrist, one behind the elbow.

“Listen, smartass,” she murmurs in my ear. “Remember when I said earlier that infinity’s too 
much for you? Same principle. Right now, the feel  and function of a human form are familiar to 
you. We’re working off that until you grow skilled enough to move beyond it.”

She dislocates my arm with a terse wrench. It crackles, it tears, and I cry out with a sudden 



orgasm. I drop to the floor squirming with glee.
That’s how we continue. Aches helps me practice, feeling out my instincts one by one, giving 

me new pointers every now and again once I’ve shown I understand the previous ones. She 
teaches me to use only one or more of my middle three talons because one long, deep cut does 
more damage than five shallow ones, to pay attention to how the turns of my body open up lines 
of attack for my wings and tail.

“It’s impossible to permanently pin a shapeshifter in a fair fight,” she advises. “Almost 
impossible to pin another demon, even if, as in your case, they haven’t learned to shapeshift yet. 
So, don’t try, don’t keep tally. Just pay attention to what they can move at a given moment, deal 
with it as it comes, then adapt to the next change.” 

We’re taking a breather, though it’s for my mind rather than my lungs. The pit floor’s now 
speckled by a hundred trails and puddles of silver blood, several cum-pools, and fates only know 
how many stray droplets. I’m definitely feeling the wear, but if a Hunter had made me bleed that 
much, I’d be dead. By comparison, this feels fantastic! 

“I never realized so many ins and outs went into fighting,” I admit, sitting with my knees 
tucked underneath me. “I thought it was just, you know, brawling until somebody stops moving.”

“Many beings do fight that way,” Aekarii agrees. “It takes a long time for training to become 
instinctive, to kick in when you’re too panicked to consciously remember technique. And, look, it’s
nothing to be ashamed of if your training doesn’t always take hold under pressure. Even halfway 
into the War, I still occasionally got so worked up or simply exhausted that I’d go for massive 
power-swings. Just the most laughable, over-telegraphed overheads, you know?” She summons 
her umbral blade and winds up with a comically huge swing behind her back. When she brings it 
down she lets the stroke’s force pull her top forward and throw her bottom into the air. Her legs 
kick out to either side like a cartoon character.

“Never,” I laugh, “ever swing like that again.”
“Deal,” she laughs back. She dismisses the sword. “The point’s not that you always apply 

everything you learn. Truth be told, there are so many complexities to phase-dueling that I’m still 
discovering new ones, and still forgetting to use this technique or that when I most need them.” 
She taps her temple. “The point is that you learn enough so, even if you forget ninety percent of it 
in the heat of the moment, the ten percent you remember still overcomes the ten percent of your 
opponent.”

“Huh…” I scoot back, reclining. “You know, when you put it like that… it sounds attainable.”
“That’s me,” Aekarii grins. “Murdering thousands of years of perfectionist myths, one horny 

sparring match at a time.”
She stands, looking down at me. I sit, staring up at her. 
“You ready to call it for the night?” she asks, hips wriggling. “The training, I mean?”
“Yeah…” I take in the sight of her. I’d have thought by now I’d be desensitized to her, but if 

anything it’s the opposite. The more I stare at Aches, the more instinctively I sexualize her. Every 
contour, every twitch, every tic… how long before she’s etched into my memory, before I get horny
at the mere idea of her? Every line, every scent, the taste of every familiar inch—oh!

“Uh, Aches,” I swallow nervously, “are you supposed to have a cock right now?”
“Mmmm,” she groans. Then she swoops, scooping up my legs in her grip, folding me over, 

pushing my knees back as the simmering black tip pushes tight to my folds. 
“W-wait!” I yell, blushing. “H-hold on—!”
A single instant’s friction and the whole thing squeezes in, with a loud pop when her balls 

smack into me. The warm rightness of being filled washes away all my nerves. I writhe slowly 
around her, feeling the thickness stuffing me, feeling my instincts take over.

“Wow…” I blink, gazing hazily at my maershal. “Those sure go in easier than they used to.”



“Isn’t it fantastic?” Aekarii leans down between my legs and sets to work biting along my 
shoulders. I can only squirm, hot with new need, waiting for her to start thrusting. Devil-harlot 
that she is, Aches licks up my neck. She takes my chin between her fangs and punches an oval of 
needle-holes into it. As yearning reaches the breaking point in my belly, and between my legs, she 
nuzzles down to my breasts for a series of wicked nips.

“Aches…” I beg. “You’re torturing me, you evil bitch…”
“The evil of an archsuccubus,” she repeats, a loving smolder in her eyes, “knows no bounds.” 

Then, moving her tail to take its place, she removes one hand from my legs and plucks a single 
needle-fang from her maw.

“H-hey, uh…” Its velvet black shines entrance me, holding my gaze. “What’re you gonna do 
with that, Aches?”

She grins viciously in answer, turning her hips from side to side to tease my wonderfully sore 
folds with her sweltering flesh-piston, and sets the needles point to the puffy outer walls of one 
dark blue nipple. Slowly, tenderly, she pushes it in. It pierces, splitting spectral nerves, burning 
slowly through my body as I scream out and bob my head in pleasure. When the needle-fang’s 
point pierces out the other side and it’s driven into me up to its middle, Aches finally rewards my 
submission with the first languorous thrust.

After so much teasing, it’s all I can do not to cum right then and there. I crane my neck up to 
kiss her. My tail entwines with hers. She uses that free hand to prod, tease, tweak my button. I 
whine for more, pushing into her. I’ve needed this for such a long time—such easy lust, such 
wonderful slutty surrender. It doesn’t take long before Aekarii pushes me to my first fall of the 
session. I claw her back and shriek my rapture to the ceiling, to the leech-light of Bragashaerien 
shining down on our sex. The clawing’s all it takes to pull Aches over the edge with me. I sink into 
the molten surge of her seed filling me, rising and falling and quaking in our song of desire.

“Come here, gorgeous,” she whispers, pecking my cheek and pulling me with her as she rises, 
reverses onto her rear, and settles me into her lap without ever pulling out of me. More slow 
plunges, first, to stir my need up again.

“This… this is amazing,” I groan, and it is, it is, oh blissful sin it is! Aekarii seems to know me 
as well as I know myself, always timing her touches just right to let me burn through one 
sensation before she snares me with another. She drives into me a few times more to warm me 
up, then eases to a stop. She keeps me keen with licks and nips to my ears, with well-timed 
breaths against my neck, with skilled traces down my shoulders and along my arms. Coaxing me 
to twine them around her neck, to lean into her, to start fucking myself on her cock.

My wings spread wide, pushing to meet hers, and I angle my head until our forward horns 
grind together with every twist of my hips. Whenever they scrape together, every vibration 
dumps delight straight into my brain. In the passion of it my tongue snakes into Aekarii’s mouth 
and pulls hers back out with it. They dance together in the open air between us, coiling, seeking, 
slithering into each other’s throats. Our lips close around them sometimes, caressing pressure 
down each saliva-slicked length. Like serpents mating, for days and days and days…

By the time Aekarii clenches her hands on my hips and hilts herself into me, I’m so close to 
cumming again that she takes me the rest of the way. Even as she hammers deep, drawing out the 
waters of my desire, my sister reaches into her mouth for another needle-fang. She presses its 
point into my other nipple while I freeze, keen, cum harder and longer with every slow twist and 
shift forward the metal makes through my form. 

We are tidally-locked, ebbing and flowing together. Blooming with the torrents of sex-nectar, 
drawn out by every tautened other-muscle, there’s something drunken and ridiculous and 
obsessive that emerges as words that use my lips to manifest. “That’s it!…” I gasp. “Breed me, 
breed me, breed me! I…” I clasp her face, holding her gaze, and blurt words I can no longer deny. “I



love you, Aekarii! I love you, sister!” I kiss her, frantically. “I love you, I love you, I love you…”
“Silv…” she whispers, then kisses me back desperately, crushingly. She pulls away long enough

to murmur, “I love you too…”
After that we hang there together, drunk on lust and each other. I grind slowly on her shaft. I 

don’t want her to pull out. I still want more. We’re in the middle of caressing each other, laughing 
like idiots, when Hannah politely clears her throat. I glance back over my shoulder. 

She waves, giving us a knowing grin. “Soooo… you and Aches, uh?”
“I mean, I…” My flustered confused emotions are pouring so many strange things into the gap 

offered by Hannah’s words.
“Aekarii,” Hannah continues, “it’s not gonna ruin things if I ask you to turn her around, is it? 

You’ve gotten a lot out of that hole already, I wanna use it.”
“T-that hole?” I stutter, covering my face. Of all the ways to learn I like being objectified 

sometimes… I stay hidden while Aekarii kisses my cheeks, eases me off her onto my back, and 
helps me turn over.

“Hey, Silv?” Hannah asks softly, “can I see your pretty eyes, at least? I really like looking into 
them.” I let my fingers slide down enough to see her lying on her back right in front of me. She 
smiles wider. “There’s our girl.”

T-their girl? I just came here for occult combat training and casual sex, I didn’t know I was g-
g-going to be talked about all… all possessively, with all this affection into the mix!

“Sh-shut up…” I mutter, straddling Hannah. I drop my hands so she can see me pouting. “Y-you
think just ‘cuz I’m in love with you you can say things like that?”

“Silv…” Hannah breathes, eyes widening.
“What?” I huff, arms folded, and push up on my knees to rub my soaking folds along her 

girldick. “You think you can teach a girl how to shoot the gun she got from some weird monster-
Hunter-thing without it getting all lesbians?”

“‘All lesbians?’” Aekarii asks, pushing into me from behind, pressing me down to Hannah.
“I…” Hannah’s voice gets our attention. “Silv, I love you too… I wanna make you feel good…” 

She grasps my hips and slides in, slowly, a counterpoint to the sudden plunge this started with. 
Aekarii wraps her arms under my boobs, and it slowly sinks in that I’m about to get double-
penetrated by my girlfriends. Girlfriends I just confessed to, who just confessed back, who I’m 
bound to as sisters by a witch’s blood rite. 

If a succubus can die from pure homoerotic meltdown, this is definitely going to do it. 
Hannah sets the first slow rhythm with long, smooth strokes, letting me feel all the bulges, 

bends, and veins along her length. Aekarii parts my ass-cheek with one hand, prodding my hole 
with the other. It’s been a long time since anybody did anything with that hole. I’m already 
quivering from the kickstart given to my lust by our love-confessions. Right now my hole tunnel is
as sensitive as my bud, and with Hannah stroking that too…

Then I feel Aekarii’s weight shift. I have just enough time to think that it feels like she’s 
bending over before her lips kiss my sphincter, and her tongue worms inside.

My head jerks back, eyes wide, hyperventilating with arousal. “Oh, fuck…!”
“Oh, hey,” Hannah asks, “what’re these?” Her fingers brush the needles piercing my nipples.
Aches back off with a loud smack of her lips. She follows it up with a hard smack on my ass, 

shocking a yelp out of me and another shudder of yearning from my depths. “Leverage,” she 
answers, and then returns to making out with my rectum. I’ve just started processing that 
stimulation when Hannah takes Aekarii’s advice, grabs a needle in each hand, and twists.

“Ah, ah, ahd, wawada… zzzfffhhhggg...” I stammer.
“I knew it,” Aches giggles, rising up and covering my back on her way to kiss the nape of my 

neck. “I knew we could make Silv bottom-text in real life.”



I have a very clever comeback that’ll put both of them in their places. Unfortunately, Aekarii 
cheats the system by shoving her swollen tip to my asshole and gradually driving it in. It slides 
the last little way with a sudden settling. I make a lot of disintegrating bottom sounds after that. 
My girlfriends, my sister-succubi, ravish both my holes with the best railing I’ve had in my entire 
life. Sometimes one of them pauses, slowing down, changing her angle to hit my spots differently, 
while the other keeps right on pounding away.

I get so worked up I do something I once swore I’d never do. My eyelids droop, my eyes roll 
halfway back, and my tongue lolls out. I’m so lust-drunk that this ridiculous, humiliating, 
cartoonish expression just turns me on even harder.

“Awww, look at that,” Aekarii laughs, rubbing my head, then seizing a pair of my horns to use 
for handlebars, “she’s brainfucked.”

I’m too busy rocking along with their thrusts to complain. Getting so close again… and now 
with the supernova heat Aekarii’s hands pour into my horns, the sweetly-aching strain her iron 
grip inflicts on them... gonna cum so hard… then Aekarii’s talons press into the back of my skull. 
“Uh, Aches, what do you think you’re—” Fire and lightning and acid and bliss, bliss, bliss. Loud 
crunching sound, fleshy squishes, bubbling pops between my ears. Panting breaths through 
parter lips, forked tongue lolling out further. It’s too much, it’s not enough, it’s cum pouring out of 
me, my holes clenching and stroking and begging to be filled.

“Aches, are you finger-fucking her skull?” Hannah demands.
“Yes!” Aekarii laughs. “Look, she loves it!”
Hannah stares into the wide, wild-abyss of my very brainfucked eyes. “Yeah, I see that. I gotta 

get in on this too.”
She reaches up, arms past my head, wrists wrapping around, claws hooking back and 

widening the hole and fucking fucking fucking fucking! All reason’s gone. Cumming doesn’t stop, 
just keeps surging more and more and more. Love them, need them, need to fuck, need to breed, 
need to feed… I fall back into that dark infinite at my deepest core, essence reaching out.

Feel Aekarii bristle behind me, see violet flashes inside my head. “Silv, absolutely not! You 
already drank so much earlier! We have done so much since the last time you slept!”

“Yeah, I love you, but…” Hannah trails off, undone by the pleading in my eyes. “Aches, I…”
“Yes, I know,” Aekarii sighs. “Oh… oh, to hell with it. Sometimes experience is the best teacher. 

And besides…” Again her weight shifts. “I want to give our girlfriend everything she wants.”
Rasp of flesh on rearward horns, echo-sensations of a neck’s sides sundered by passage 

between backward blades. Burning violet blood drenching us both, my neck, my back, Aekarii’s 
heavy breasts. Her bent head atop mine, her mouth pressing down, needle-fangs punching 
through—electric vibrations, buzzsaw fire, ecstasy and ecstasy and ecstasy! Her tongue twisting 
in my brains, her cock in my ass, Hannah’s fingers inside my head, her dick in my folds. They pour 
into me, and I pour into them. Hannah graces my whore womb with her first spurt. So deep now…
Aches pumps a load into my ass and just keeps pummeling it.

And I drink, and drink, and drink. Draining soul to drive myself deeper into the lust-dream, 
driving deeper to drain more soul. Painters swirls stream over the floors. Figurines leap and 
dance at my vision’s corners. If this is the end, if I’ve gone too far… I’m happy. I’m so happy. 
Straining out one climax after another, urgent groaning braindead desire.

There are mountains growing from Hannah’s skin. I see her and Aekarii fucking me with eyes 
on the inside of my mind. I feel-hear-see-smell-taste my flesh-petals kaleidoscoping into my eyes 
into my ass. Wet inner undulations unwinding into pleasure-threads melting into Aekari’s fangs 
in my skull, her tongue fucking through my heart into Hannah’s soul into her fingers into my cum 
splashing, spurting, pulsing, aching, burning cum, cum, cum… I’m so happy… I’m so happy...


